
The Early Years of the NCAA NIT and College
Basketball Championships (1922-1951)
In the early years of college basketball, the NCAA National Invitational
Tournament (NIT) played a significant role in shaping the landscape of the sport.
From 1922 to 1951, the NIT provided a platform for teams across the nation to
compete for the prestigious title, paving the way for the formation of the NCAA
Tournament that we know today. This article will take you on a journey through
the exciting and transformative years of the NIT and college basketball
championships.

The Birth of the NIT

The idea for the NIT was conceived by Irish basketball promoter Michael J. Ryan,
who saw an opportunity to promote the sport and provide exposure for teams
outside of their respective conferences. In 1938, the first NIT tournament was
held at Madison Square Garden in New York City, and it quickly gained popularity
among fans and participants alike.

Teams from all over the country were invited to compete in the NIT, including
powerhouse programs such as Seton Hall, Temple, St. John's, and many others.
The tournament offered a chance for these teams to showcase their skills on a
national stage, attracting attention from scouts and college basketball
enthusiasts.
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The Rise of the NCAA Tournament

While the NIT was flourishing, another tournament was also gaining traction – the
NCAA Tournament. Though the NCAA had been organizing basketball
championships since 1939, it wasn't until the 1940s that the tournament started to
gain more attention and recognition.

Initially, the NCAA Tournament faced challenges in establishing its popularity
compared to the already established NIT. However, as the years went by, the
NCAA Tournament managed to overcome these hurdles and gradually emerged
as the premier college basketball championship.

Competition and Controversy

During the period of the NIT's dominance, there were instances of co-champions
being declared when the winner of the NIT and the NCAA Tournament were
different teams. This led to debates and controversies, fueling the rivalry between
the two tournaments.
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However, as time passed, the NCAA Tournament gained more prominence and
recognition, eventually overshadowing the NIT. By the early 1950s, the NCAA
Tournament had cemented its place as the definitive tournament to determine the
national champion in college basketball.

The Legacy of the NIT

Although the NIT's significance diminished over the years, its impact on the
development of college basketball cannot be overlooked. The tournament
provided a platform for teams to showcase their talents and attract attention from
the basketball community.

Additionally, the NIT served as a catalyst for the growth of basketball as a whole,
paving the way for future competitions and tournaments. It helped establish the
foundation on which the NCAA Tournament could build upon, fueling the passion
and excitement that surrounds college basketball today.

The Present and the Future

Today, the NCAA Tournament is the most anticipated event in college basketball,
captivating millions of fans across the country. It has become a cultural
phenomenon, with brackets, upsets, and Cinderella stories capturing the
imagination of sports enthusiasts.

The legacy of the NIT may have dimmed, but its contribution to the sport should
never be forgotten. Without the NIT, the college basketball landscape might have
looked significantly different, and the captivating history of the NCAA Tournament
could have unfolded in an entirely different manner.

The early years of the NIT and college basketball championships from 1922 to
1951 were instrumental in shaping the sport we love today. The NIT provided a



platform for teams to compete on a national stage, while the rise of the NCAA
Tournament gradually overshadowed its rival.

Looking back, we can appreciate the impact the NIT had on the development of
college basketball, acknowledging its role in laying the groundwork for the NCAA
Tournament. As we celebrate the present and look towards the future, let's not
forget the exciting and transformative early years that paved the way for the
captivating world of college basketball championships.
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Throughout the NCAA Tournament’s history, underdogs, Cinderella stories, and
upsets have captured the attention and imagination of fans. Making March
Madness is the story of this premiere tournament, from its early days in Kansas
City, to its move to Madison Square Garden, to its surviving a point-shaving
scandal in New York and taking its games to different sites across the
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country.Chad Carlson’s analysis places college basketball in historical context
and connects it to larger issues in sport and American society, providing fresh
insights on a host of topics that readers will find interesting, illuminating, and
thought provoking.
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